stay at home and only go outside
for food, health reasons (exercise)
or work (but only if you cannot
work from home).
The health benefits of cycling are
well known, and an increasing
number of cyclists have taken to
the streets across the country.
This is particularly true in larger
cities such as London, enabling
people to avoid crowded public
transport. It can also be seen on
the roads in and around Lewes
where people use their bikes to go
shopping and go on longer trips.
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Coronavirus & Cycling
At the time of writing (April 4) the
Government has advised that we
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Government guidelines suggest
that we can only go cycling on our
own or with members of our
household with whom we are in
regular contact. So cycling in a
group is not allowed, and one
should always keep to a minimum
of at least two metres away from
other cyclists and pedestrians.
Cycle Lewes is a member of
Cycling UK, and the national
organisation has put on its
website a Coronavirus Q&A.
Coronavirus Q&A: is it safe to
cycle? The Q&A is pretty
comprehensive and should be
looked at by anyone wanting to go
out on their bikes.
The positive environmental
benefits of the lockdown are
already evident in Lewes; fewer
cars lead to less noise & air
pollution, and - generally - a safer
environment for us cyclists.
Families with young children on

bikes have been seen cycling
together in and around town and it
is an excellent opportunity for
youngsters to now experience
road cycling in safer
circumstances (as part of a legal
single outdoor exercise trip).
A word of caution though, as
some car & van drivers have used
the empty roads to increase their
speed and take risks.
Cycle Shack in Friar’s Walk has
remained open (variable hours) so
if you have any problems with
your bike you can contact them
Cycleshack Friars Walk for parts
& repairs.

buy a new one from Cycle Shack
or another bike shop.
Cycling with a purpose: Lewes
Coronavirus Volunteers looking
for cyclists.
What better way
to cycle round the
town and fulfil a
worthwhile
function than by
volunteering to
work with a
mutual aid group such as Lewes
Coronavirus Volunteers.
The group’s aim is to support the
community during the pandemic.
Isolated people are helped by
having deliveries made to them
and their prescriptions collected
and delivered by volunteers.
The group already has some
cyclists who have signed up to get
involved and would love more to
do this.

Also, many of us might be storing
a second/spare bike. One of our
Cycle Lewes members has
responded to a call to buy or
borrow a bike. The person who
wanted a bike had recently had
hers stolen. It’s a great time to try
out a bike (especially with the
warmer weather and longer days),
so you can either borrow one or
www.cyclelewes.org.uk
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Please do join in by signing up on
their website
www.lewescoronavirusvolunteers.
co.uk. You can also register for
help on the website if you are
isolated and need things. You may
want to join their facebook
group https://www.facebook.com/
groups/
LewesCoronavirusVolunteers to
be updated on what's happening.
Should you wish to support the
work of Lewes Coronavirus
Volunteers they ask that you

donate through the website. They
aim to establish a network of
cyclists offering to deliver supplies
from local businesses now and as
we move out of lockdown.

this background that Cycle Lewes
& other cycle groups in the county
will be lobbying our councils to
use existing budgets for cycle
routes in our region.

lewescoronavirusvolunteers@gm
ail.com.

Cycle Route C90 - latest

Where has the promised
Government funding for cycling
gone?
Only a few weeks ago, climate
change was high on global
political the agenda, and experts
from around the world were
discussing ways to cut back on
car & air travel.
The Conservative Party Manifesto
for the December 2019 General
Election promised a £350 million
fund for walking and cycling, and
the doubling of the Bikeability
budget in England.

Concerns were raised by
members at our AGM in
November that some of the
proposals from the ESCC Design
Team for the Cycle Route C90
through Lewes were not
acceptable.
We have subsequently followed
this up with further site visits and
have had a productive and useful
joint meeting with councillors,
Ruth O’Keefe and Philip Daniel
(representing us at ESCC) and
Adrian Ross and Matthew Bird
(Lewes District Council).

And yet a few months after the
General Election, Rishi Sunak, the
Chancellor of the Exchequer
announced in his first budget a
new £27 billion road building plan
and absolutely nothing for cycling
and walking. see Cycling UK
article Chancellor’s Budget fails to
‘get cycling done’
The message is clear: cycling &
walking are not on the
Government’s agenda, and
County, District and Town
Councils will have no extra
funding for much needed cycling
routes and initiatives. It is against
www.cyclelewes.org.uk
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We have agreed a joint statement
on what we would want to see
across the whole route and hope
it will be possible to discuss this in
detail with ESCC transport design
staff in late April/early May via a

video link. This will of course be
dependent on whether they
continue with their transport
related work or are re-deployed to
other duties due to the current
Coronavirus pandemic.
Cargo bikes - the future for
home deliveries in Lewes?

There are a range of e-cargo
bikes being used too. We’d love
to see Waitrose and Tesco’s use
these for their home deliveries in
and around Lewes – and Harvey’s
too. Sainsbury's are already
trialing them being used from
some of their stores.
https://pedalme.co.uk/2020/04/01/
home-delivery-is-here/
Cycle Lewes Map

There are many interesting
examples of how ‘cargo bikes’ are
being used in London and
elsewhere to transport people and
‘things’. Pedal me is one of them.
Cycle Lewes understands that
Lewes District Council has applied
to take part in a government
scheme and there may be an
opportunity for local businesses to
loan a cargo bike at some point
later this year.
Currently we are aware of only
one business using one of these
bikes in Lewes, a local decorator
who has used a bike for well over
9 years. Have you seen more?
And, before anyone says it – “but
they can’t be used in Lewes it’s
too hilly!” they can and
Pedalme’s website says some of
their riders do climb hills.
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You can look at a copy outside
Lewes Station, with copies
normally available at the Tourist
Office and Cycle Shack.
Currently if you haven’t gt one or
have lost yours, email us and we
will drop one off if you send your
address.
Dr Bike
Struggling to repair your bike?
There is plenty of information on
Youtube or you can contact our
local Dr Bike team via their
Facebook page and they are
happy to give advice
What Cycle Lewes members
have been reading.
There is some great & inspiring
information on Twitter; challenging
the status quo on road space, etc.
It would be interesting to know
how many members use either of
these platforms and whether we
should be circulating more
information & blogs

from“authoritative” sources.
Please let us know
(info@cyclelewes.org.uk ) if you
use there and whether Cycle
Lewes should be posting updates
on them.

51162927_Are_cars_the_new_tob
acco
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=txd5nF_zFD4
With the current crisis we urge

A couple of recent interesting
articles on the health benefits of
cycling sent by David Hamilton &
Peter Earl:

supported by swift infrastructure

https://www.theguardian.com/
lifeandstyle/2018/mar/08/cyclingkeeps-your-immune-systemyoung-study-finds

changes have already been taking

that walking and cycling should be
adjustments, such as temporary
bike lanes and modal filters for
motorised vehicles. These
place in Berlin, New York City and
Mexico City. Why not the UK?

https://www.cycleplan.co.uk/blog/
does-cycling-strengthen-yourimmune-system
And from Sheila O’Sullivan:
“Everyone wants to drive
less…….we don’t realise it, we
all have a cultural blind spot….”

What would we like to see in and
around Lewes? A lane of the A27

This is a quote from Ian Walker
from the University of Bath talking
at the “Are cars the New
Tobacco?event at the Difference
Festival hosted by University of
Westminister in March.
The title drew inspiration from
some academic research
published in 2011 on Vimeo.
There is also a short video on the
academic paper (Youtube)
https://vimeo.com/402290776
https://www.researchgate.net/
publication/
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re-assigned for cycling and the
whole of the central area of Lewes
designated car free? The later
was a suggestion made by an
unpublished report by Sustrans a
few years ago. https://www.iasspotsdam.de/en/blog/2020/04/
covid-19-pandemic-researchersand-scientists-call-governmentenable-safe-walking-and
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